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a unique powerhouse on the global fintech
landscape. The objective of Milestone Group
has been to industrialize, harmonize and
rationalize industry infrastructure through
the provision of a single automation platform
that can displace inefficiency and deliver
economic return into the value chain across
all forms of pooled investment product.
The unique architecture of pControl is
directly aligned with industry objectives
of efficiency through automation, a reduced
risk profile and lower cost of ownership.
In most financial services organizations,
around 80 percent of the cost base is
attributable to headcount and related oncosts. Depending on the function or process
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tools, price checking tools, workflow tools
and reconciliation tools to achieve increased

The pControl
investment platform
has emerged as
a champion for
the simultaneous
delivery of efficiency,
risk reduction and
product agility for
the global funds and
pooled investment
industry
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confidence levels in NAV accuracy.
Clients seek to address a range of business
challenges utilizing the pControl platform,
but the common themes are to increase
efficiency, agility and transparency, reduce
risk and operational inertia, and to enable
enhanced processing and product capabilities
at scale. Some examples include: a major UK
life company who mentioned that operating
the pControl platform is about half of the
cost of their outsourcing option, and a major
US asset manager who expressed that they
know what pControl does is difficult, because
they attempted to build a solution on four
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occasions before deploying pControl.
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other than via administrators. Milestone is
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The secret sauce that makes this possible

global cloud-based infrastructure.
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is pControl’s unique fusion of data
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